INTRODUCTION
============

Loss of excitability of skeletal muscle is a central feature of critical illness myopathy ([@bib40], [@bib41]; [@bib3]). In the animal model of critical illness myopathy, inactivation of sodium channels plays a central role in the loss of excitability ([@bib42]; [@bib38]). A major contributor to inactivation of sodium channels is depolarization of the resting potential ([@bib39]). We currently lack a detailed understanding of how changes in resting potential alter cellular excitability. While depolarization of the resting potential reduces excitability by increasing the fraction of sodium channels undergoing both fast and slow inactivation, it could also increase excitability by moving the membrane potential closer to potentials at which sodium channels activate ([@bib48]).

We previously studied the effect of resting potential on excitability of skeletal muscle and found a reproducible series of changes that occur as muscle is depolarized ([@bib39]). These changes progress in the following order: a reduction in action potential peak, an increase in threshold for action potential initiation, a dependence of action potential amplitude on stimulus strength and finally, inexcitability. To learn more about possible underlying mechanisms, we simulated the changes in excitability that occur during depolarization. To accurately simulate changes in muscle excitability during depolarization, it was necessary to include a resting potential--induced shift in the voltage dependence of sodium channel activation and fast inactivation. To determine whether such a shift occurred in vivo*,* we recorded sodium currents from muscle fibers and found that prolonged changes in holding potential induced a shift in the voltage dependence of sodium channel gating that was similar in magnitude to the shift necessary to correctly simulate muscle fiber excitability at all resting potentials. The role such mechanisms may play in determining muscle fiber excitability is considered.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Modeling of Action Potentials
-----------------------------

Muscle fiber action potentials were simulated using a cable model consisting of 21 compartments that incorporated passive and active membrane properties. Each compartment included separate passive elements representing surface membrane and the t-tubule system. T-tubule and surface membrane passive properties are each represented by a capacitance and leak conductance in parallel per compartment, and these conductance--capacitance pairs are connected by an "access" conductance. This compartmental configuration is identical to that used in earlier modeling studies ([@bib5]). Voltage-dependent properties (G~Na~ and G~K~) were placed in surface membrane and t-tubule portions of each compartment. The sodium conductance at the beginning of each run was adjusted to reflect the amount of slow inactivation occurring at the resting potential of the fiber.

As a starting point, values used in modeling action potentials were taken from a previous study ([@bib5]). Current injections were placed at the middle of the simulated fiber. Specific membrane capacitance was constant at 1 μF/cm^2^. For all simulations, it was assumed that the t-tubule system represented 8/9 of the total surface area. This is based on previous estimates for frog muscle fibers that the surface area of the t-tubule system is seven- to eightfold greater than the area of surface membrane ([@bib27]; [@bib35]). For simplicity, the resistivity of surface and t-tubule membranes was assumed to be identical. In all simulations, fiber length was maintained at 10 mm; fiber diameter was 40 μm.

Active properties are modeled using the equations for describing voltage-dependent behavior of model membranes taken directly from Hodgkin and Huxley ([@bib18]) and have been used to model motoneuron action potentials ([@bib11]), axonal action potentials ([@bib10]), and muscle fibers ([@bib5]). Differential equations were integrated numerically using the Runga-Kutta method to provide starting values for the Adams-Moulton predictor-corrector method ([@bib7]), with adjustable step sizes of 1--4 μs. These numerical methods have been used previously for modeling calcium transients in cells ([@bib28]).

Tissue Preparation and Perfusion
--------------------------------

Adult female Wistar rats were killed by carbon dioxide inhalation and the extensor digitorum longus (EDL) muscle was dissected tendon to tendon. Muscle fibers were labeled with 10 μM 4-Di-2-ASP and visualized using an upright epifluorescence microscope as previously described ([@bib42]; [@bib38]). For all experiments, the recording chamber was continuously perfused with solution containing (in millimoles per liter) NaCl, 118; KCl, 3.5; CaCl~2~, 1.5; MgSO~4~, 0.7; NaHCO~3~, 26.2; NaH~2~PO~4~, 1.7; glucose, 10.8 (pH 7.3--7.4, 20--22°C) equilibrated with 95% O~2~ and 5% CO~2~. In some experiments, muscle fibers were depolarized using 12 mM K^+^ in the external solution. Muscles were bathed with the solution containing elevated KCl for 15 min before recording to allow muscle to equilibrate. All animal protocols were done in accordance with Emory University IACUC guidelines.

Loose Patch Voltage Clamp
-------------------------

Loose patch voltage recording and analysis was performed as previously described ([@bib38], [@bib39]; [@bib15]). Fibers were not impaled to measure the resting potential before seal formation. Instead the resting potential was assumed during voltage protocols and then measured after patch recordings were complete. The difference between the assumed and measured resting potential was then used to correct step voltages used during data acquisition. By impaling the muscle fiber after patch recordings were complete, potential problems related to issues of muscle damage and depolarization due to impalement were avoided. Patches in which the maximal inward current was \>50 nA were discarded.

During our initial studies of the voltage dependence of fast inactivation, the step used to activate sodium channels was to −30 mV. During our initial studies of the voltage dependence of activation, the prepulse was to −120 mV. For calculation of sodium conductance, the sodium reversal potential was assumed to be +40 mV ([@bib31]; [@bib23]). In most fibers, the most depolarized pulse used to activate sodium currents was −10 mV; however, when the holding potential was −60 or −70 mV, the depolarized shift in the voltage dependence of activation made it necessary is some cases to include a pulse to 0 mV.

For experiments in which the voltage dependence of activation and fast inactivation were measured, fibers were held at each potential for 10 min before measurements. In some cases the changes in the voltage dependence of activation and fast inactivation were not complete by 10 min. Thus, the measures presented may represent underestimates of the steady-state effect of changing holding potential on the voltage dependence of sodium channel gating. In a few fibers, only activation was studied so the number of fibers for activation is slightly higher than for inactivation.

RESULTS
=======

Modeling Action Potentials at Normal and Depolarized Resting Potentials
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

The first goal of this study was to identify model parameters needed to produce an accurate simulation of action potential failure in muscle fibers during depolarization. To accomplish this, we began by studying how action potentials fail during depolarization of normal muscle fibers. Muscle fibers normally have a resting potential close to −85 mV. At this potential, most sodium channels are not inactivated and the resting potential is ∼20 mV from levels at which significant sodium channel activation begins to occur ([@bib39]). The 20-mV difference between the resting potential and initial sodium channel activation ensures that fibers are electrically silent unless they are triggered to fire an action potential. Once triggered by sufficient depolarization, action potentials are all or none events that move the muscle resting potential near the sodium reversal potential ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, row A, column 1, \[A1\]). As the resting membrane potential is depolarized by raising external potassium, reduction of excitability manifests in several ways: threshold for action potential initiation moves toward more depolarized potentials (from between −60 and −70 mV to between −40 and −50 mV), peak of the action potential becomes less positive (from between +30 and +40 mV to between +5 and +20 mV) and the action potential becomes wider (Fig. 1, A[2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). As excitability is further reduced by increasing depolarization, action potentials are no longer all or none; instead amplitude is graded and depends on the strength of the stimulus ([@bib39]). Finally muscle fibers become inexcitable. Repetitive firing of muscle fibers (myotonia) and firing of an action potential after termination of a hyperpolarizing current pulse (anode break excitation) are never seen during depolarization of innervated muscle fibers (Fig. 1, A[3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and A4).

![Real and simulated action potentials at resting potential of −85 and −67 mV. (A) Shown are action potentials evoked at a resting potential of −85 mV (column 1, A1) and a resting potential of −67 mV in solution containing elevated extracellular K (column 2, A2). Superimposed on each action potential trace is the trace representing the largest depolarization that failed to elicit an action potential. Shown in column 3 is an action potential evoked at a resting potential of −67 mV on a long time-base (A3). In normal muscle, only a single action potential is evoked. In column 4 is a trace showing the response of the fiber to a 60-ms hyperpolarizing pulse (A4). In normal muscle, no action potential is evoked upon termination of the hyperpolarizing pulse (anode break excitation). (B) Shown are simulated action potentials that result using previously published parameters ([@bib5]). The action potentials are too wide at resting potentials of −85 and −67 mV (B1 and B2). Furthermore, a run of action potentials (myotonia) is evoked following a single depolarizing pulse at a resting potential of −67 mV (B3). Finally, there is anode break excitation following a hyperpolarizing stimulus pulse (B4). (C) After adjustment of kinetic parameters for sodium and potassium channels, simulated action potentials at a resting potential of −85 mV more closely resemble those from real fibers (C1). However, at a resting potential of −67 mV, the threshold is very close to the resting potential (C2). This results in both myotonia (C3) and anode break excitation (C4). (D) When a lower specific membrane resistance of 1,333 Ωcm^2^ is used, the simulated action potential at a resting potential of −85 mV looks normal (D1), but at −67 mV it is small and wide (D2). While no myotonia is present (D3), anode break excitation remains (D4). (E) When the midpoint of slow inactivation is set at −99 mV with a slope of 6 mV ([@bib49]; [@bib44], [@bib45]), the simulated action potential at −85 mV has a slow rise time and is somewhat wide (E1). Muscle is inexcitable at a resting potential of −67 mV (E2--4). (F) When the voltage dependence of sodium channel activation and fast inactivation are shifted by 7 mV to values of −66 and −30 mV, respectively, simulated action potentials are accurately modeled at a resting potential of −67 mV (F2). Furthermore, both myotonia and anode break excitation are prevented (F3, F4). However, at a resting potential of −85 mV, threshold for action potential initiation is too positive (F1).](200509337f1){#fig1}

![Real and simulated patch currents. Shown on the top row are patch currents obtained from muscle fibers near the endplate (A) and away from the endplate (B). The outward potassium current is larger away from the endplate. On the bottom row are patch currents simulated with parameters used previously to model muscle fiber action potentials ([@bib5]) (C) and simulated currents in which rate parameters have been adjusted to speed sodium and potassium channel gating (D). Previously used parameters resulted in potassium currents that were too small and sodium currents that peaked too slowly. In both the real and modeled currents, the traces shown represent currents evoked after steps to −70 mV up to −10 mV in 10-mV increments. In both the real currents and the optimized modeled currents, the peak current was evoked following a step to −20 mV.](200509337f2){#fig2}

![Holding potential--induced shifts in the voltage dependence of sodium channel activation and fast inactivation. (A) Shown is the pulse protocol used to measure holding potential--induced changes in the voltage dependence of sodium current inactivation. A series of pulses to measure the voltage dependence of fast inactivation are run at the first holding potential. This series is repeated every 1--2 min to follow changes in the voltage dependence of fast inactivation. The holding potential is then changed and the measures of fast inactivation are repeated every 1--2 min. (B) Time course of holding potential--induced changes in the midpoint of inactivation measured in a selected muscle fiber. The fiber was initially at its resting potential of −85 mV. The midpoint of inactivation was measured and then the holding potential was set at −130 mV, followed by a holding potential of −70 mV. As the patch was held at −130 mV, there was a shift in the midpoint of fast inactivation from a value of −66 mV to a value of −76 mV with a time constant of 11.2 min. When the holding potential was set at −70 mV, the midpoint of inactivation shifted to a value of −59 mV with a time constant of 2.5 min. (C) The time course of holding potential--induced changes in the midpoint of activation. The patch was initially held at −85 mV, holding potential was then set at −130 mV and then returned to −85 mV. With a holding potential of −130 mV, the K~m~ of activation shifted from a value of −34 mV to a value of −52 mV with a time constant of 3.7 min. After the holding potential was returned to −85 mV, the K~m~ of activation shifted to a value of −36 mV with a time constant of 1.4 min.](200509337f3){#fig3}

To simulate action potential failure, we sought model parameters that would provide accurate simulation at both the normal resting potential of skeletal muscle (−85 mV) and at a resting potential at which muscle fiber excitability is about to fail (−67 mV) ([@bib39]). We initially used parameters that had been used previously to model action potentials in skeletal muscle ([Table I](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}; [@bib5]). These parameters resulted in action potentials at a resting potential of −85 mV that were wider than action potentials recorded from muscle fibers at the same resting potential ([Fig. 1, A1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} vs. B1). Also, even though slow inactivation was not included in this model, action potentials were wide and small at a resting potential of −67 mV ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, B2). Despite having small action potentials, muscle was hyperexcitable at a resting potential of −67 mV and both myotonia and anode break excitation were present ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, B3 and B4). When slow inactivation was included, muscle fibers were inexcitable at a resting potential of −67 mV (traces not shown). Thus, parameters from earlier modeling studies did not provide accurate simulation of action potentials at a resting potential of −67 mV, independent of whether slow inactivation was incorporated into the model.

###### 

Parameters Used in Modeling Action Potentials

  Parameter/Units                         Previously used values ([@bib5])   Our values
  --------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ------------
  α~m~/ms^−1^                             .288                               1.0
  β~m~/ms^−1^                             1.38                               2.0
  Midpoint of NaCh activation/mV          −40                                −37
  K~αm~/mV                                10                                 10
  K~βm~/mV                                18                                 18
  α~h~/ms^−1^                             .0081                              .0081
  β~h~/ms^−1^                             4.38                               8.0
  Midpoint of NaCh inactivation/mV        −80                                −73
  K~αh~/mV                                14.7                               14.7
  K~βh~/mV                                9                                  9
  α~n~/ms^−1^                             .0131                              .020
  β~n~/ms^−1^                             .067                               .067
  Midpoint of K activation/mV             −23.7                              −39.3
  K~αh~/mV                                7                                  7
  K~βh~/mV                                40                                 40
  Leak conductance/mS/cm^2^               .75                                .25
  Maximum Na conductance/mS/cm^2^         150                                500
  Midpoint of NaCh slow inactivation/mV   No slow inactivation               −87
  Slope of slow inactivation/mV           --                                 9.8
  Maximum K conductance/mS/cm^2^          21.6                               30
  Resting potential (R~m~)/mV             −85                                −85
  Total conductance at R~m~/mS/cm^2^      2                                  .25
  E~Na~/mV                                48                                 40
  E~K~/mV                                 −95                                −85
  Internal resistivity/Ωcm                Not a cable model                  185

Note, we report the midpoint of NaCh channel activation and inactivation and K channel activation rather than the values for the voltage dependence of the parameters m, h, and n as was done previously. This was done to make it easier to compare modeled data to values recorded from real muscle fibers. Internal resistivity was taken from [@bib13]. Data for slow inactivation was taken from [@bib39]. For our modeling, we used values for specific membrane resistance (4,000 Ωcm^2^ = .25 mS/cm^2^), slow inactivation (h infinity midpoint −87 mV, slope 9.8 mV) based on previous studies ([@bib23]; [@bib14]; [@bib42]; [@bib38], [@bib39]; [@bib54]). For fast inactivation and activation we used midpoints of −73 and −37 mV based on our previous measures at a holding potential of −110 mV ([@bib39]).

To improve modeling of action potentials, we recorded patch currents from muscle fibers and used these to derive a set of parameters for modeling sodium and potassium currents at various resting potentials. One difficulty in modeling patch currents in muscle fibers is that the amount of potassium current present in a patch of membrane is highly variable. In general, the amplitudes of these currents are large when recorded at locations away from the endplate, whereas near the endplate there is often little to no potassium current ([Fig. 2, A and B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). For modeling of action potentials, we used parameters that yielded a potassium current density between that found near endplates and that found away from endplates.

Modeling of patch currents showed that action potentials were abnormally wide in our initial simulations because sodium and potassium currents activated too slowly ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} C). Using previous parameters ([@bib5]), sodium currents peaked at 800 μs rather than the experimentally observed 300 μs following a step to −20 mV, while potassium currents were only beginning to activate at the end of a 10-ms pulse. Because of this difference, we changed a number of kinetic parameters for sodium and potassium currents and set the midpoints of sodium channel activation and inactivation to fit those measured previously at our standard holding potential of −110 mV ([Table I](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}; [@bib39]; [@bib15]). These changes resulted in currents that more closely resembled those obtained from intact muscle fibers. After the changes in parameters, sodium currents peaked ∼300 μs following a voltage step to −20 mV ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} D).

A major difficulty in modeling action potentials is deciding values to use for the numerous other parameters in the model. Previous estimates of maximal sodium conductance from muscle fibers in vivo vary by up to fivefold. Based on loose patch data, we have calculated that maximal sodium conductance is close to 600 mS/cm^2^ in muscle fibers in vivo ([@bib39]). In contrast, estimates of maximal sodium conductance are two- to fivefold lower when using data from previous studies and assuming E~Na~ = 40 mV ([@bib31]; [@bib23]; [@bib46]; [@bib49]). We found that the lower estimates of maximal sodium conductance produced inexcitability when action potentials were simulated at a resting potential of −67 mV. We thus used a value of 500 mS/cm^2^ that was closer to our estimates than those of previous studies. In our initial simulation of action potentials we used a value for specific membrane resistance based on our previous measurements ([@bib42]) that was 4--10-fold higher than most previous estimates ([Table I](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}; [@bib1]; [@bib24]; [@bib30]). We also used lower values for specific membrane resistance, but use of lower values led to small, wide action potentials at a resting potential of −67 mV ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, D2). Although myotonia was prevented by use of a low specific membrane resistance ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, D3), anode break excitation remained ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, D4). We used the higher value for specific membrane resistance for all subsequent simulations since this value led to better simulation of the action potential waveform at a resting potential of −67 mV.

Choosing values for the voltage dependence of slow inactivation are also problematic since values for Nav1.4 differ by close to 20 mV between various studies. Some studies found a midpoint between −80 and −90 mV ([@bib23]; [@bib14]; [@bib54]; [@bib39]), whereas other studies reported midpoints more negative than −100 mV ([@bib49]; [@bib44]). The more positive values of slow inactivation are similar to those observed previously at 37°C ([@bib45]). When we used the more positive values for slow inactivation and kinetic parameters derived from modeling patch currents, we obtained action potentials at a resting potential of −85 mV that closely resembled those of real muscle fibers with a similar resting potential ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, C1 and C2). However, hyperexcitability was present at a resting potential of −67 mV. The threshold for action potential initiation was very close to the membrane potential, and both myotonia and anode break excitation were observed ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, C3 and C4). Use of the more negative published value for the midpoint for slow inactivation led to inexcitability at a resting potential of −67 mV ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, row E). Thus, despite our ability to accurately model action potentials at a resting potential of −85 mV, we could find no combination of parameters for the specific membrane resistance, slow inactivation, and maximal sodium conductance that also allowed us to accurately simulate muscle fiber excitability at a resting potential of −67 mV. At a resting potential of −67 mV, fibers were either inexcitable or hyperexcitable.

To obtain action potentials with appropriate amplitude and threshold at a resting potential of −67 mV, we found it necessary to use values for midpoints of fast inactivation (−66 mV) and activation (−30 mV) that were more positive than we had previously measured from intact muscle fibers held at −110 mV. Use of the more positive values of activation and inactivation resulted in a threshold for action potential initiation close to −45 mV with a peak at +5 mV ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, F2) and prevented both myotonia and anode break excitation ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, F3 and F4). These values for action potential threshold and peak agreed well with values we have observed previously in muscle fibers depolarized to near −67 mV using extracellular potassium ([@bib39]). However, midpoint values for activation and fast inactivation that worked well at a resting potential of −67 mV did not provide accurate simulation of action potentials at a resting potential of −85 mV. At −85 mV, these parameters resulted in a threshold for action potential initiation of −52 mV, which is 13 mV more positive than the threshold seen in real muscle fibers ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, F1 vs. A1). Thus, the only way we were able to accurately model action potentials at resting potentials of both −85 and −67 mV was to use a different set of parameters for the voltage dependence of activation and fast inactivation for each resting potential.

Holding Potential-dependent Changes in the Voltage Dependence of Sodium Channel Activation and Fast Inactivation
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The modeling studies above show that shifts in the voltage dependence of sodium channel activation and fast inactivation are needed to accurately simulate muscle fiber excitability during depolarization of the resting potential. If such shifts occur in muscle fibers in vivo, they may be of crucial importance for regulating excitability. Holding potential--induced changes in the voltage dependence of activation and fast inactivation in skeletal muscle have been noted during studies of slow inactivation of sodium currents from rat muscles ([@bib49]; [@bib47]). However, the significance of the effect was unclear and because increased extracellular calcium reduced the effect, subsequent studies were performed in high extracellular calcium ([@bib49]; [@bib47]). Our modeling studies suggest that this effect might be necessary to appropriately regulate muscle fiber excitability, so we performed further studies using normal extracellular calcium levels.

To study the effects of holding potential on the voltage dependence of inactivation, we held fibers for up to 30 min at various holding potentials. At each holding potential, we measured the midpoint of the voltage dependence of fast inactivation every 1 to 2 min using the voltage protocol shown in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} A. We found that changing the holding potential caused a shift in the voltage dependence of fast inactivation ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} B). A similar effect was observed for the voltage dependence of activation ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} C).

We examined the magnitude of the shift in the voltage dependence of inactivation and activation as the holding potential was varied from −130 to −60 mV. The effect is quite large; the voltage dependence of both activation and inactivation shift \>20 mV when the holding potential is changed from −130 to −60 mV (Table II; [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). We plotted the midpoint of both fast inactivation and activation versus the holding potential for holding potentials ranging from −130 to −60 mV ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) . The data were well represented by linear fits for both activation (R = 0.99, P \< 0.01, slope = 0.29) and inactivation (R = 0.99, P \< 0.01, slope = 0.29). Using the slope of the linear fit, we estimated that the magnitude of the shift between resting potentials of −85 mV and −67 mV would be \>5 mV for both activation and fast inactivation. This is close to the 7-mV shift that was required to accurately model muscle fiber excitability at resting potentials of both −85 and −67 mV. Thus, data from muscle fibers studied in vivo support the prediction from our modeling study that the voltage dependence of sodium channel gating is modulated by resting potential.

![The voltage dependence of inactivation and activation at various holding potentials. On the left is the plot of the voltage dependence of inactivation at holding potentials ranging from −130 to −60 mV. On the right is the plot of the voltage dependence of activation over the same range of holding potentials. As the holding potential becomes more depolarized, the voltage dependence of both inactivation and activation shift to more depolarized potentials.](200509337f4){#fig4}

![The voltage dependence of shifts in the midpoint of sodium channel gating. Shown on the left is the plot of the midpoint of fast inactivation versus holding potential. On the right is the plot of the midpoint of activation versus holding potential. Both sets of data are fit well (R = 0.99, P \< 0.01) with a linear fit with a slope of 0.29. For the number of fibers at each holding potential refer to [Table II](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}](200509337f5){#fig5}

###### 

Holding Potential Dependence of Activation and Inactivation

  V hold (mV)   K~m~ act (mV)   Slope       N    K~m~ inact (mV)   Slope        N
  ------------- --------------- ----------- ---- ----------------- ------------ ----
  −60           −25.7 ± 1.4     7.8 ± 0.9   8    −58.3 ± 1.7       7.9 ± 0.7    4
  −70           −30.9 ± 1.0     6.8 ± 0.4   7    −62.4 ± 0.6       10.1 ± 0.8   7
  −85           −32.8 ± 0.4     7.0 ± 0.4   14   −68.9 ± 0.7       6.3 ± 0.3    10
  −110          −41.7 ± 1.9     7.6 ± 0.3   6    −74.3 ± 0.8       5.3 ± 0.2    5
  −130          −46.6 ± 1.6     7.0 ± 0.4   6    −79.2 ± 1         5.6 ± 0.2    5

Changes in the voltage dependence of the midpoint of activation (K~m~ act) and fast inactivation (K~m~ inact) for sodium channels in muscle fibers at various holding potentials (V hold). N = the number of muscle fibers studied at each holding potential.

Effects of Brief Prepulse and Test Pulse Amplitude on Voltage Dependence
------------------------------------------------------------------------

During the course of experiments, we noticed that different test potential amplitudes ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} A) produced differences in the apparent voltage dependence of inactivation. Similarly, changing the prepulse amplitude ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} B) produced differences in the apparent voltage dependence of activation. This was unexpected since evidence presented above suggested that shifts in the voltage dependence of activation and inactivation take minutes to occur. Previously, a dependence of inactivation on the test pulse amplitude was observed during tight seal recording from cardiac myocytes, and the authors suggested this might be due to the presence of populations of sodium channels with differences in the voltage dependence of activation and inactivation ([@bib22]). To further characterize these effects in skeletal muscle we determined the relationships between prepulse and test pulse amplitudes and the voltage dependence of activation and inactivation. As shown in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} C, as the test pulse amplitude was made more positive, the measured voltage dependence of inactivation shifted toward more depolarized potentials. Similarly, as more depolarized prepulses were used, the measured voltage dependence of activation shifted toward more depolarized potentials ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} D). These results demonstrate that the measured voltage dependence of activation and inactivation is directly related to the amplitude of prepulses and test pulses used during the protocols. Evidence presented above indicates that changes in voltage dependence require minutes to occur after changes in holding potential. Thus, the results shown in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} (C and D) indicate that either multiple populations of channels exist with differences in the voltage dependence of activation and inactivation or that a distribution of voltage dependences exists within the population of channels.

![The measured voltage dependence of sodium channel inactivation and activation depends on the pulse protocol used. (A) Examples of two pulse protocols used to measure the voltage dependence of fast inactivation. In protocol 1, a depolarized test potential is used that activates all sodium channels. Thus when prepulses are altered to measure the voltage dependence of fast inactivation, the measured voltage dependence of fast inactivation is affected by all Nav1.4 sodium channels. In protocol 2, a more hyperpolarized activation pulse is used that only activates channels that gate at hyperpolarized potentials. In protocol 2, the voltage dependence of inactivation will preferentially measure the voltage dependence of inactivation of sodium channels that have a hyperpolarized voltage dependence of activation. (B) Examples of two pulse protocols used to measure the voltage dependence of activation. In protocol 1, a depolarized prepulse preferentially inactivates sodium channels that inactivate at hyperpolarized potentials. Thus protocol 1 will preferentially measure the voltage dependence of activation of sodium channels that have a depolarized voltage dependence of inactivation. Protocol 2 will not inactivate any sodium channels so that the voltage dependence of activation includes both sodium channels that inactivate at hyperpolarized potentials and sodium channels that inactivate at depolarized potentials. (C) The midpoint of inactivation is plotted against the test pulse used to activate sodium channels in a patch held at −80 mV. Use of a test pulse of −50 mV yields a midpoint of inactivation of close to −84 mV. Use of more depolarized test pulses yielded more depolarized midpoints of inactivation. (D) The midpoint of activation is plotted against the prepulse potential used to inactivate sodium channels before measurement of the voltage dependence of activation in a patch held at −80 mV. As the prepulse becomes increasingly depolarized, the measured voltage dependence of activation shifts toward depolarized potentials. For inactivation, n for each test potential is (−50:5, −40:9, −30:13, −20:10, −10:12). For activation, n for each prepulse is (−120:9, −100:10, −90:7, −80:7, −75:10, −70:8, −65:8, −60:8, −55:9, −50:9).](200509337f6){#fig6}

Controls for the Loose Patch Recording Technique
------------------------------------------------

To study sodium channel gating in skeletal muscle in vivo, we used the loose patch technique to acquire the data presented above. Loose patch studies have the advantage that they allow study of sodium channel gating in vivo with minimal perturbation of the muscle fiber. However, loose patch studies in which the holding potential is altered are complicated by changes in the amplitude of the sodium current over time due to changes in the fraction of sodium channels that are slow inactivated. Since the interior of the muscle fiber is not clamped during loose patch measurement of currents, large inward sodium current can cause depolarization of the fiber and underestimation of the voltage step. Our studies of fast inactivation were not significantly affected by this problem since we used a voltage step to −30 mV to activate the sodium current. Following a step to −30 mV, depolarization of the fiber by as much as 20 mV causes little change in current amplitude since the current is near maximal ([@bib39]). Measures of the voltage dependence of activation, however, could be affected by lack of voltage control of the muscle fiber interior. To determine whether depolarization of the muscle fiber was shifting our measurements of activation midpoint, we examined the effect of sodium current amplitude on the measured voltage dependence of sodium channel activation. If an absence of interior voltage control was a contributing factor, we reasoned that patches in which currents were larger should have a more negative voltage dependence of activation. We plotted the midpoint of activation measured at a holding potential of −85 mV versus the amplitude of the peak current and found no significant correlation ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} A, R = −0.06, P = 0.85). It thus appears unlikely that lack of voltage control of the muscle fiber interior affected our measures of the voltage dependence of activation. Nevertheless, we discarded data from patches in which the maximal inward current was \>50 nA to limit any possible contributions of uncontrolled internal depolarization.

![Holding potential--dependent shifts in sodium channel gating are not due to artifacts of the loose patch technique. (A) Scatterplot of the midpoint of activation versus the peak inward current for 15 patches held at −85 mV. There is no correlation between the amplitude of the current and the midpoint of inactivation. The linear fit of the data yields an R value of −0.06 with a P value of 0.85. The mean of the data shown is presented in [Table II](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}. For data included in [Table II](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} the patch with the maximal inward current of 55 nA was discarded. (B) Shown is the average voltage dependence of activation for three muscle fibers at holding potentials of −130 mV (open circles) and −110 mV (filled squares). All recordings were performed in solution containing 12 mM potassium. Resting potentials were between −55 and −60 mV such that sodium channels under poor voltage control were mostly inactivated. In patches held at −130 mV, the prepulse was to −80 mV, and the average maximal current amplitude was 9.4 ± 0.9 nA. For patches held at −110 mV, the prepulse was to −90 mV and the average maximal current amplitude was 16.5 ± 0.1 nA. In this group of patches, the average current was larger in cells held at the more depolarized holding potential. Thus, the shift in the voltage dependence of activation cannot be accounted for by lack of voltage clamp of the interior of the muscle fiber. Values shown represent the means ± SEM.](200509337f7){#fig7}

Another potential artifact during loose patch studies involves channels that are under poor voltage control near the edge of the pipette ([@bib50]; [@bib43]). Sodium channels under poor voltage control near the edge of the pipette can activate during depolarizing steps and thus complicate measures of the voltage dependence of activation. This is particularly problematic during the most depolarizing voltage steps. To reduce the contribution from channels under poor voltage control, we depolarized fibers to resting potentials between −50 and −60 mV using 12 mM external potassium. This caused slow inactivation of sodium channels along the length of the fiber. By holding patches at various potentials hyperpolarized to the resting potential, slow inactivation was selectively relieved in channels under good voltage control. Under these conditions, holding potential--induced shifts in the voltage dependence of activation were still observed ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} B).

DISCUSSION
==========

We report here that altering the holding potential of skeletal muscle membrane for prolonged periods induces a shift in the voltage dependence of sodium channel activation and fast inactivation. Experiments in which the amplitude of prepulses or test potentials was altered suggest that a distribution may exist in the voltage dependence of gating of Nav1.4 sodium channels at any given holding potential. Based on these results, we propose that holding potential--induced shifts in the voltage dependence of sodium channel gating are due to shifts in the distribution of voltage dependences of Nav1.4 gating within the population of sodium channels. Computer simulation of action potentials suggests that a resting potential--induced shift in the voltage dependence of sodium channel gating is necessary to appropriately regulate muscle excitability.

Technical Considerations
------------------------

We used loose patch recording methods to study the voltage dependence of sodium channel gating. One concern is that the shift in the voltage dependence of sodium channel gating that we report is due to an artifact of loose patch recording. This concern is heightened by the fact that a holding potential--induced shift in the voltage dependence of sodium channel gating has not been widely noted despite numerous studies of sodium channel gating using tight seal patch recording. One potential explanation for why holding potential--induced shifts in gating have not been more widely reported is that the effect occurs very slowly and thus requires prolonged changes in holding potential. In most studies of sodium channel gating behavior, a single holding potential is used throughout the experiment so that any changes due to alterations of holding potential will be missed. Furthermore, many recordings of sodium currents are performed in the whole cell mode or use two-electrode voltage clamp in oocytes. In both situations, factors that regulate sodium channel gating in vivo may be absent. In the whole cell recording mode, as the intracellular milieu is washed out, shifts in the voltage dependence of Nav1.4 gating occur ([@bib55]) that could obscure holding potential--dependent shifts.

When the results of loose patch recording of cardiac sodium currents have been directly compared with the results of tight seal patch recording, it appears that the loose patch technique avoids shifts in sodium channel gating induced by formation of the tight seal ([@bib12]). Thus, one advantage of loose patch recording is that it avoids some of the artifacts associated with the formation of a tight seal and thus allows for measurement of sodium channel gating with minimal perturbation of the cell. A disadvantage of loose patch is the potential artifacts that may appear due to lack of internal voltage clamp or poor voltage control. However, our control experiments suggest that neither of these potential problems contributed to our results. Moreover, there is evidence that the shifts we report do in fact occur when using tight seal recording methods under appropriate conditions ([@bib22]).

Effects of Holding Potential on Gating
--------------------------------------

We propose both that holding potential affects the voltage dependence of sodium channel gating and that there is a distribution of voltage dependences of gating of individual Nav1.4 channels at a given holding potential. Thus, shifts in the voltage dependence of gating with changes in holding potential likely represent shifts in the average of a population of voltage dependences.

Although this is the first study in which a holding potential--induced shift in the voltage dependence of gating has been studied in detail, there have been studies in which the phenomenon has been noted ([@bib49]; [@bib47]; [@bib22]). In two of the studies, the phenomenon was thought to be an artifact of the loose patch technique ([@bib49]; [@bib47]). As it was noted in those studies that high extracellular Ca minimized the effect, further experiments were performed in elevated extracellular Ca. In the third study, the effect could not be ascribed to the loose patch technique, and it was proposed that the effect was due to an artifact caused by interaction of sodium channels with fixed negative charges on the glass of the pipette ([@bib22]). Ours is the first study to propose that the effect described is real and of biologic importance.

The time course of the effects of holding potential we have shown here are similar to the time course of slow inactivation ([@bib46]; [@bib49]; [@bib45]). Thus, it is possible that the effect is related to slow inactivation. However, several considerations indicate that slow inactivation is distinct. Since the shift in gating occurs in channels that are not slow inactivated, it must be distinct from slow inactivation. It is possible, however, that the process represents transitions between multiple nonslow inactivated states similar to the multiple slow inactivated states that exist ([@bib52]; [@bib53]). However, high extracellular calcium does not prevent slow inactivation ([@bib49]; [@bib47]), whereas it significantly reduces holding potential--induced changes in the voltage dependence of sodium channel gating ([@bib49]; [@bib47]; [@bib22]).

A number of studies have found that holding for prolonged periods at depolarized potentials causes hyperpolarized shifts in the voltage dependence of gating of sodium and potassium channels ([@bib2]; [@bib20]; [@bib8]; [@bib29]). In some studies of sodium channels this was termed modal gating and was associated with two states with markedly different kinetics of gating ([@bib20]; [@bib8]). We report a phenomenon that is distinct from modal gating in that depolarized holding potentials cause depolarized shifts in the voltage dependence of gating that are not associated with clear changes in kinetics (unpublished data).

We also found that changing the amplitude of the prepulse or test pulse leads to a change in the measured voltage dependence of activation and inactivation, respectively. It has previously been reported that changes in amplitude of the prepulse potential alter the kinetics of potassium and sodium channel activation ([@bib9]; [@bib51]). This is known as the Cole-Moore effect ([@bib51]) and the focus was on kinetics, whereas we have focused on the change in voltage dependence. Our results showing test potential affects the measured voltage dependence of sodium channel inactivation are similar to those from previous studies ([@bib19]; [@bib22]). It has recently been reported that altering the prepulse alters the voltage dependence of HCN channel gating ([@bib26]).

Our findings suggest that the gating properties of individual Nav1.4 channels may be heterogeneous. There is no single channel evidence of which we are aware that suggests such heterogeneity in the voltage dependence of gating of individual sodium channels of a given isoform within individual cells. However, there is evidence from single channel studies in adult frog skeletal muscle in vivo that gating kinetics of individual sodium channels can switch over prolonged time periods ([@bib32], [@bib33]; [@bib34]). We propose that prolonged changes in holding potential modify the voltage sensitivity of individual Nav1.4 channels. This results in a shift in the distribution of voltage dependences in the population of Nav1.4 channels in a patch of membrane and results in a shift in the average voltage dependence of the sodium current.

Functional Implications
-----------------------

The ability to alter the voltage dependence of Na channel gating may serve an important role in maintaining excitability under various conditions. The gating behavior we report here could be important in diseases where muscle resting potential becomes depolarized, such as hyperkalemic periodic paralysis ([@bib4]; [@bib21]) and critical illness myopathy ([@bib42]; [@bib38], [@bib39]; [@bib15]). Resting potential--dependent shifts in sodium channel gating may also be important in maintaining excitability of muscle during periods of intense exercise when K^+^ accumulates extracellularly ([@bib5]; [@bib17]; [@bib48]). Changes in intracellular pH that reduce chloride conductance may also help prevent loss of excitability during periods of intense exercise ([@bib36], [@bib37]). Our modeling suggests that resting potential--dependent shifts in the voltage dependence of gating may be necessary to prevent hyperexcitability when muscle becomes depolarized.

Resting potential--dependent regulation of sodium channel gating may also play a role in diseases of excitability in brain and heart. The phenomenon has been reported in the Nav1.5 isoform (expressed in cardiac muscle) ([@bib22]) and may occur in the Nav1.2 isoform (expressed in neurons) ([@bib25]). Changes in the voltage dependence of gating of the Nav1.5 sodium channel could play an important role in preventing arrhythmias during cardiac depolarization due to ischemia. In neurons, shifts in the voltage dependence of sodium channel gating could play an important role in modulating excitability in diseases such as epilepsy.

It has previously been suggested that the presence of multiple sodium channel isoforms and regulation of sodium channel isoforms through processes such as phosphorylation allow for diversity in the gating characteristics of sodium channels ([@bib6]; [@bib16]; [@bib56]). Our findings suggest that there is even more diversity and regulation of sodium channel gating than has been suspected. Additional studies are needed to determine whether similar resting potential--dependent modulation of gating also occurs in voltage-gated potassium and calcium channels.
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